C U R TA I N S / B L I N D S

Made to measure

Blinds buying guide
Need advice? Call our customer
service team on 0333 777 8138 or
email madetomeasure@next.co.uk

Made to measure blinds
Benefits of Made to
Measure Blinds

How to order your blind
in 3 easy steps...

With many different versatile finishes, blinds can add the
finishing touch to a room. Roller blinds are particularly
good for bathrooms and kitchens, roman blinds with a
blackout lining suit a bedroom, and for a larger window
or patio doors, a vertical blind is a better option.

Follow our simple steps for ordering your new made to measure
blind and we'll deliver it to you within 10-14 working days.

1.

Once you have received your free sample, you need to measure
your window following our measuring guidelines and videos

2.

Visit a Next Home store with your sizes and fabric choice, or visit
www.next.co.uk and enter your desired sizes and finishes into
our online configurator.

3.

Hang your blinds using the instructions and videos provided.

Our made to measure blinds are custom made to fit
your window perfectly. Choose from a collection of roller,
roman or vertical blinds.
A comprehensive range of fabrics are available to
include, print, woven, sheer, blackout and waterproof
finishes.
A choice of lining qualities are available for roman blinds
depending on your desired finish.
Different heading options and blind finishes to pick from.
Layering a window with two or more products can be a
great way to achieve maximum light and privacy control.

What kind of blind?
Roller

Roman

Day&Night

Vertical

Roller blinds are fabric
blinds that are rolled to
day and night.

Roman blinds are made
from fabric that hangs
in neat folds when open,
and sits flat when fully
extended. Various lining
qualities are available.

Day&Night Roller blinds
work with two layers of
fabrics. The special panels
created in the fabric
means you get complete
control of light and
privacy.

Vertical blinds have louvres
of fabric that can be
open, closed and tilted to
control light and privacy.
A wide choice of fabrics
are available. Choose from
a wand or chain control
option.

Roller Blind - Specification
Blind Sizes

Heading Styles

Options

• M inimum Size:
Width 300mm x 300mm

• A
 classic header is great value and quality.
The fabric is attached to a slimline metal
tube. This option is particularly useful for
areas with limited space.

• F
 abric : Plain colours, blackout, woven textures, jacquards,
sheers, waterproof, light filtering and printed designs.

• M aximum Size:
Width 2000mm x Drop 5000mm
• T
 he fabric will be 35mm
narrower than the
rail/tube to accommodate the
control chain.

• A
 cassette header is a premium option.
The sleek metal box hides the mechanism.
The cassette in most cases is covered with
the same fabric as the blind**. White end
caps are used on the ends of the cassette.

• C ontrol: The chain allows you to operate the blind up and
down and can be positioned on the left or right side. Colour
options are white or black plastic, with an option to upgrade
to a metal chain in nickel or brass at a surcharge.
• S pring Control: With no chains, spring operated roller blinds
are the perfect choice for children’s bedrooms. A hidden
spring inside the tube helps the blind raise up and down
smoothly. A decorative pull cord is needed, this is positioned
on the bottom of the blind and comes in 6 options.

B linds Child Safety Awareness: Keep all
cords and chains out of the reach of
children using the safety hook, which
has been provided for you. Loose cords
or chains should never be tied together.
*Depending on fabric choice, some fabrics
are restricted to a maximum width or drop.

• B ottom Bar: This is to give weight and stability
to the fabric and comes wrapped in the same
fabric as the blind for a coordinated finish**.

**For branded roller blinds the cassette and bottom bar
will be a plain coordinating fabric.

Due to the spring mechanism there are limitations to the size availble - width
750mm x 2000mm and drop 300mm x 2000mm

Roman Blind - Specification
Blind Sizes

Heading Styles

Options

• M inimum Size:
Width 300mm x Drop 300mm

A classic header is great value and
quality. The fabric is attached to a
slimline white, metal headrail. This
is particularly useful for areas with
limited space.

• F
 abric: Plains, textures, jacquards and printed designs.

• M aximum Size:
Width 2600mm x Drop 4000mm
• M
 ost blinds over 1300mm wide
will come with two joins down
either side of the blind. We will
always pattern match these joins.

A cassette header is a premium
option. The sleek metal box hides
the mechanism. The cassette will be
covered in the same fabric as the
blind. White end caps are used on
the ends of the cassette.

B linds Child Safety Awareness:
Keep all cords and chains out
of the reach of children using
the safety hook, which has
been provided for you. Loose
cords or chains should never
be tied together.

• S
 tack Style: Waterfall - When the blind is pulled up, the
fabric pleats create a waterfall effect. Stacked - the
pleats sit directly behind each other.
• B
 ottom Bar: To give the fabric stability, there is a steel bar
inserted into a pocket between lining and face fabric.
• L
 ining: All roman blinds are lined. Choose house twill
in ivory for a light-weight lining option. The Satin
finish is a premium-weight lining and comes in white or
ivory. Blackout lining will help darken the room and add
insulation. And a blackout bonded lining will create a
luxury finish whilst providing extra insulation.
• C
 ontrol: The chain allows you to operate the blind up
and down and can be positioned on the left or right
side. Choose from white or black plastic, or nickel or brass
metal.

Day&Night Roller Blind Specification
Blind Sizes

Available Systems

Options

• M inimum Size:
Width 300mm x Drop 300mm

• A
 Day&Night blind uses specialist fabric
created in alternate stripes of opaque
and sheer weaves. The blind operates like
a roller blind, but the clever bit is when
you move the stripes behind each other
to give a light reducing effect. This blind is
sometimes called a ‘Zebra blind’.

• F
 abric: Plain with sheer panels, plain blackout
with sheer panels, textures with sheer panels.

• M aximum Size:
Width 1800mm x Drop 1800mm
• F
 abric will be 35mm narrower than the
rail/tube to accommodate the control
chain on manual blinds.

• T
 he operating mechanisms are hidden in a
sleek cassette at the top of the blind, which
is available in white, silver or anthracite or
can be covered in matching fabric.
• O
 n larger blinds, the cassette is bigger
to house the extra mechanics.

B linds Child Safety Awareness: Keep all
cords and chains out of the reach of
children using the safety hook, which
has been provided for you. Loose cords
or chains should never be tied together.

• B
 ottom Bar: This is to give weight and stability
to the fabric, available in aluminium white,
silver or anthracite.
• C
 ontrol Chain: Choose to have the control on
the left or right. Select a black or white plastic
chain, or a brass or nickel metal chain.

Vertical Blind - Specification
Blind Sizes

Header Styles

Options

• M
 inimum Size:
Width 300mm x Drop 300mm.

A classic header is great value and
quality. The fabric is attached to a
slimline white, metal headrail. This
is particularly useful for areas with
limited space.

• F abric: The louvres are 89mm wide.

• M aximum Size:
Width = 2800mm x Drop 4000mm.

A cassette header is a premium
option. The sleek metal box hides
the mechanism. The cassette will be
covered in the same fabric as the
blind. White end caps are used on the
ends of the cassette.

B linds Child Safety Awareness:
Keep all cords and chains out
of the reach of children using
the safety hook, which has
been provided for you. Loose
cords or chains should never
be tied together.

• L
 ouvre Stack: When the blind is fully open, the fabric
louvres can hang to the left or right or be split to hang
equally either side.
• B
 ottom Weights: Weights are needed to keep each
louvre stable. Choose a standard finish and the
weights will come with white stabalising chain, or pick
a premium finish and the weights will be concealed in
a pocket at the bottom of the louvre with no chains.
• C
 ontrol: Wand or chain options are available. The
chains can be positioned on the left or right hand side
of the blind. A wand option will be positioned in the
middle of the blind.
• B
 rackets: Top Fix (to fit inside the recess of a window)
or Face Fix (good for fitting over a patio door onto a
wall).

Measuring for your Blinds
Measuring Guidelines
Tools Required:
Metal Measuring Tape, Pen & Paper

How to Measure:
1.

Only use a metal measuring tape and record your measurements in mm.

2. 	Measurements must be accurate for a perfect fit. We will make the necessary allowances to ensure
the blind fits the window.
3. 	Decide on how you want the blind fitted – ‘Inside Recess’ is within the window frame or ‘Outside
Recess – Exact Size’ is to your desired point on the wall outside of the window frame.
4.

Always measure the width first (across the window) and then the drop (top to bottom) in 3 places.

5.

Record your measurements in the same order.

6. 	Look for any obstructions such as handles. You will need to take their position into account to ensure
a perfect fit.
7.

Finally, re-check your width and drop measurements to ensure accuracy.

Measuring for your Blinds
Inside Recess (Recess)
Measure at the 6 positions shown (3 horizontal, 3 vertical) and record
the smallest dimension as the ‘Recess Size’. (e.g. in PIC 1 your width
measurement will be 918mm and your drop measurement is 993mm).
Provide the width measurement first.

Outside Recess (Exact Size)
Decide where the blind will be fitted outside of the window opening.
Check for any obstructions such as a window sill or window handle. Start
with the width and measure the area you want the blind to cover, we
recommend an overlap of at least 75mm on each side. For the drop
measure at least 75mm above and below the window (if space allows).
Record both measurements and order an Exact fitting and we make the
blind to fit the window area. (e.g in PIC 2 width measurement will be
920mm and drop measurement will be 994mm).

PIC 1

1 = 920mm

2 = 925mm

3 = 918mm
1= 2= 3=
994 993 999
mm mm mm

1 = 920mm
Outside
Recess

2 = 925mm
Inside
Recess

3 = 918mm

100mm
overlap

1=
994
mm

2=
993
mm

3=
999
mm

PIC 2

Measuring for your Blinds
Square Bay Windows

Step 2. 	Measure the central window (measurement A) from left to right
and deduct the head rail depth twice from this measurement.
E.g. for roller classic, deduct 110mm from this measurement.

To create a perfect fit please follow the step by step guides.

A

Step 1. 	Find the head rail depth of your chosen blind in the chart
provided below.

C

B
Indicates the
windows

Head rail depths
Roller Classic
Roller Cassette
Roman Classic
Roman Cassette
Day&Night Roller
Vertical Classic Top Fix
Vertical Classic Face Fix
Vertical Cassette

55mm
80mm
48mm
80mm
80mm
50mm
100mm
80mm

Indicates how the
blinds will fit

Step 3.	Measure sides (B and C) into the back corners of the bay.
This will be the width of the rail.
Step 4. 	Deduct the head rail depth off measurement B and C.
E.g. for roller classic, deduct 55mm from each measurement.
Step 5.

Order all three blinds as an exact measurement.

Step 6. 	For the drop, measure from where you want the top of the blind
to be, to where you want it to finish.
Note: If window handles protrude, take the measurement of the projection
and add to each measurement A, B and C (if applicable).

3 = 999mm

2 = 993mm

1 = 994mm

Tip: For both the width and drop
measurements, measure in three places
for each window. For the width, measure
top, middle and bottom and for the drop
measure left, middle and right. Your window
might not be square, so always give us the
smallest measurement.

1 = 920mm
2 = 925mm
3 = 918mm

Measuring for your Blinds
Angled Bay Windows
The trick to measuring angled bays is to make
a template. Follow our step by step guide.
Step 1. 	Find the head rail depth of your chosen blind in the chart
provided (please refer to the previous page “measuring
your blinds – Square Bay Windows”).
depth of head rail
Step 2. 	Place two pieces of paper together.
Using the head rail depth as your
measurement, mark each piece
of paper with a line in the
same position.
Step 3.	Position your pieces of paper on the
window sill and ensure both the
line marks meet up as shown.
Step 4. 	Using a pencil, mark the window sill
where the edge of the paper meets
the sill.
Step 5. 	Do this for both corners of the bay.

e.g. roller
classic
measure
55mm

Step 6.	Measure between each section as shown below. This will
determine the width of each blind needed. All blinds should be
ordered as exact. (A, B & C measurements)
A
B

C

Step 7. 	For the drop measure from where you want the top of the blind
to be down to the sill or floor.
Tip: For both the width and drop
measurements, measure in three
places for each window. For the
width, measure top, middle and bottom
and for the drop measure left, middle
and right. Your window might not be
even, so always give us the smallest
measurement.

1 = 920mm

2 = 925mm
3 = 918mm

1=

2=

3=

994
mm

993
mm

999
mm

Guidelines
General Tips For Made To Measure Blinds:
• A
 ll our blinds are made to be safe and are in line with all British Standards. Ensure all blinds are installed correctly and the
cord safety clip is attached accordingly. Please ensure that you install blinds correctly and follow the instructions provided.
• D ue to the packing methods on roman blinds, velvets and pile fabrics may have creasing and pressure marks which should
disappear over time.
• To ensure your roman blinds looks its best, we recommend using a steamer to help eliminate creases.
Do not use excessive pressure or heat as this can distort the fabric.
• We pride ourselves on excellent quality. All blinds are inspected and photographed prior to packing and dispatching to
ensure your order arrives perfectly.
• A ll recess blinds will have 10mm deducted from the width measurement provided to allow them to sit comfortably in recess.
• A ll blinds are custom made to the dimensions provided at the time of ordering. Refunds and exchanges cannot be given on
any Made to Measure blinds that have been incorrectly ordered unless they are faulty.

Blinds Child Safety Awareness
Keep all cords and chains out of the reach of children using the safety hook, which has
been provided for you. Loose cords or chains should never be tied together. Furniture
that children could climb on should be kept away from your windows.

C

Caring for your Blind
Following simple tips to care for a blind will ensure they look at their best for longer.
Roman Blinds
We recommend Roman Blinds are cleaned with the upholstery brush on a vacuum cleaner. The fabric part of the blind can be dry cleaned
as a last resort, please follow the below steps:
Step 1. 		

Ensure the fabric part of the blind is laid flat (not retracted) on a clean, flat surface.

Step 2.		Remove the fabric part of the blind from the headrail/cassette by detaching the velcro strip either on the front (classic
option), or inside the cassette (EVO option).
Step 3.

Turn the blind over (face side down), carefully unclip the clear plastic hooks on the cords from the plastic anchor on the blind.

Step 4.

The fabric part of the blind is now fully removed from the headrail/cassette and ready for dry cleaning.

Step 5. 	To reattach, follow the same process as above in reverse. Ensure the cords are fully extended so the maximum drop is
achieved

Roller And Vertical Blinds
There are many different types of fabrics used for Roller Blinds. For waterproof fabrics, a wet, damp cloth can be used to gently wipe over
the blind. For sheer or translucent fabrics, use a dry, lint free cloth only.

Day & Night Roller Blinds
The special panelled fabric is very delicate so care must be taken when cleaning. To remove any dust from the blind, use a dry,
lint free cloth only.

